
Immersion
Assembly:

Make it Work
This morning we had our Immersion Assembly. Your job is to write a recount about it, and
talk about what you enjoyed so much about their performance.

Planning

Team # What did they do? What are they focussing on?

Team 4 Talking about prototypes and
designing their outdoor space.

Designing outdoor furniture,and
doing prototypes,and designing
their outdoor space.

Team 5 Singing nursery rhymes,while
wearing building outfits.

Fixing problems around school
and talking about it.

Team 2 Thinking of becoming
superheroes,then talking about it
one by one to each other,about
how they want to change their
bays.

Fixing their bays,and helping
what their bay needs to be fixed.

Now that you have finished your plan, start writing your story. Don’t forget:
- Write it in an order of events.
- Be descriptive, share as many details as you can.
- Use correct sentence punctuation, and try experimenting with others.
- Group your ideas into paragraphs.

______________________________________________________________________________

Start your writing here:

→On the first day of the term on October the 10th on Monday.In the morning the whole of
pt england and the teachers went to the school hall with their students,walking straight to
the hall.As they got there the first thing they saw was an leak on top of the roof right
above the stage.Right underneath the leak was an big water tank already filled with
water.The three principles were talking about the leak and the problems around the
school,as they were talking the leak had now became to store more water in the tank
slowly,Mrs Noa was complaining about the leak and how it should be fixed.While Mr J was
talking about how a leak is formed and how it could be fixed,meanwhile Mr Sonmervill



had brang a long tube to suck all of the water out of the big water tank.He attached the
tube in the water and dragged the tube along the outside of the side of the stage,he
attached the other side of the tube into a drain as the water was drawing a lot from the
water tank.Right after Mr J was talking about the leak with Mr Burt and Mrs Noa,right as
they were talking the water tank was almost half way of the tank.
Team 4 was talking about what they were learning about.Then they showed us a video of
what they were exactly doing,the video was describing a prototype and so much more
detail,and designing their outdoor space.
The team 5 teachers wore building outfits that goes with a song,the song they were
singing was an “bob the builder remix” One teacher named Mr Wiseman,had a guitar in
his two hands playing the guitar as they sing along,what they were learning about was
fixing problems around team 5,and talking about what the problem is together.
Team 2 teacher was thinking about being superheroes in colourful outfits,one by one they
were thinking and talking about what they were thinking to each other,they were
explaining what they were learning about.They were talking about how they want to
change and fix their bays outside their classroom,how they were wanting to design what
they were going to do in their bay.This term for our learning is about “Make it work” This is
about designing,fixing problems around our bay or pt england school,we focus on
designing things that we personally need for our school,which makes it more comfortable
for us.


